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Extinction map determination method

We created four types of extinction map:

Nearest 25 stars
Nearest 49 stars
Nearest 100 stars
Fixed pixel size

Each map has an error map and there are star
density maps for the constant noise maps.

We used the basic NICE method (Lada et al. 1994).
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Making the maps

The differences between the <J-H> and <H-K> Av maps
can be displayed, where black pixels correspond to a
difference of -1.5mag, white pixels to +1.5mag.
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Uncertainties in the maps

The uncertainties are calculated via error propagation 
from 2MASS photometry.

The errors in H-band extinction are given by:

We calculated the covariance from the FWHM of the 
distribution. Typical values for the covariance are 
~0.004mag2; the covariance term dominates in the 
variance equation.

The variance of the extinction map is calculated:
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Uncertainties in the maps

The distribution of errors for the nearest 49 stars map is
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49 nearest stars, Circinus cloud at full resolution 

Av Error   distance to 49th star

All plots scaled linearly.  

Making the maps

0 mag                       13 mag  0.265 mag           0.295 mag   1.2’                                 2.8’ 
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Making the maps

A map showing the distance to the 49th nearest star:

Distance to 49th nearest star scaled linearly from 2’ to 16’. 
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Results

Schlegel (red) 
Dobashi (blue)
Ours - (green):
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Results

Our Av map     Dobashi Av map   Schlegel Av map

White – 0.5 mag Av
Black – 20 mag Av 
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Results

In a comparison of our Av against Dobashi, we see a 
gradient of about 1.20. Comparing against Schlegel
we see a gradient of between 0.50 and 0.67.
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Analysis

Fitting the column density histograms against
log-normal distributions is being investigated:
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Analysis

Analysis is being carried out to find if there is a
correlation between cloud structure and the slope
on a plot of Log N against Av:
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An online query tool is available at http://astro.kent.ac.uk/extinction
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The maps are available to download at
http://astro.kent.ac.uk/extinction

Comparisons against Dobashi show they under-estimate
extinction (by ~20%).

Comparisons against Schlegel show they over-estimate
extinction values (by between 1.5 to 2 times).

Future work will use the data to analyse cloud structure.


